POLYCAST®

ACCESSORIES

CHANNEL ADAPTERS

Locking Devices
DA0642B
DA0642BH

DA0642F

DA0699F
Female/Female Joints

DA0699M
Male/Male Joints

Male and Female Transition Devices (699F & 699M) are available where
channel runs are in opposite directions and two channels are set either
female to female or male to male. A female transition piece (699F) is
used to fill the top space of the female to female joint (this applies to 600
Series only). An epoxy grout or urethane sealer can be used to smooth
over the gap on the inside bottom of the channel. A male transition piece
(699M) is used to lap under the male to male joint.

DA0642
DA0642S (stainless)
DA0642H

Use a DP0699F channel adapter to create
high points in the middle of a drain run

Locking Devices are to be used with all grating systems where
wheel traffic occurs. This is necessary to provide system
integrity.

601

625 THRU 601

625

Use a DP0699M channel adapter to join two drain
run ends together at a low point

End caps
POLYCAST end caps are used to enclose or provide piping transitions to the female and male ends of the channels where catch basins
are not being used. They fit all channels ending in five (5), zero (0), neutrals (N) and halves (H).
®

Polymer Concrete End Caps

ABS Plastic End Caps

**
DA0620D6 (DA0720D6)
DA0625D6 (DA0725D6)
DA0670*
FEMALE
Universal Closed/
Outlet (cutout)

DA0670M*
MALE
Universal Closed/
Inlet (cutout)

Patent #6,027,283

Male End Caps

POLYCAST® Universal male end caps are used to enclose or provide 4” pipe
inlets to the female channel ends. Inlets accommodate 4” pipes.

Female End Caps

POLYCAST® Universal female end caps are used to enclose or provide 4”
pipe inlets to the male channel ends. Inlets accommodate 4” pipes.
*Fits ALL POLYCAST® (600, 700 & 900 Series) Channels

DA0625DM6**
(DA0725DM6)
These inlets and outlets accommodate 6” pipes.
** Fits CORRESPONDING POLYCAST® 600, 700 &
900 Series Channels
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